MANAGE RISK AND PROTECT YOUR TRUCK INVESTMENT

LEARN HOW YOUR TRUCK IS DRIVEN

ISUZU VEHICLE HEALTH REPORT

REDUCE OPERATING COSTS
IMPROVE PERFORMANCE

VEHICLE HEALTH REPORTS SHOW STATUS OF:
Engine condition
Emissions system condition
Brake usage history
Fuel economy with history
Driver operating habits

* Isuzu Vehicle Health Reports offer numerous systems operating reports. See your dealer for more details.

All photographs, illustrations, equipment and technical data shown in this brochure are based on the latest information available at the time of publication. Isuzu Commercial Truck of America, Inc. reserves the right to make changes at any time, without notice, in prices, colors, materials, equipment, specifications and models, and to discontinue models or equipment. Some vehicles are shown with optional equipment. Some equipment is dealer installed. See your authorized dealer for warranty and other details.
CONTROL YOUR TRUE COST OF OWNERSHIP:

Isuzu Vehicle Health Reports Provide Instant Access To Priceless Data

Every new Isuzu N & F-Series Diesel truck comes standard with an onboard Data Recording Module (DRM). No optional equipment to buy and no monthly subscription fees. Every time you bring your Isuzu N & F-Series Diesel truck in for service, you can request your Isuzu service department to print or email you a report.

Your goal is to run a successful business. That means being able to control costs every step of the way. At Isuzu, we understand that and provide you with the technology to make that a reality.

This module enables Isuzu technicians to provide you with an Isuzu Vehicle Health Report that shows you the current operational status of the engine, transmission, brakes and emissions systems, brake usage history and fuel economy history. It even shows you driver-operating habits, like acceleration and deceleration frequency, speed history and more.

Isuzu Vehicle Health Reports let you identify potential problems and observe the operating status of key major components, which helps you reduce operating costs while increasing the long-term residual value of your truck. You can also see how driving habits are affecting efficiency and economy.

Knowing all the facts puts you in control, while helping protect your truck investment – and after all, maintaining healthy trucks is also a great way to improve the health of your business.
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